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Test Results of Two ITER TF Conductor Short
Samples Using High Current Density Nb3Sn Strands
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Abstract—Two short length samples have been prepared and
tested in SULTAN to benchmark the performance of high current
density, advanced Nb3Sn strands in the large cable-in-conduit
conductors (CICC) for ITER. The cable pattern and jacket
layout were identical to the Toroidal Field Model Coil Conductor
(TFMC), tested in 1999. The four conductor sections used strands
from OST, EAS, OKSC and OCSI respectively. The Cu:non-Cu
ratio was 1 for three of the new strands, compared to 1.5 in the
TFMC strand. The conductors with OST and OKSC strands had
one Cu wire for two Nb3Sn strands, as in TFMC. In the EAS and
OCSI conductors, all the 1080 strands in the cable were Nb3Sn.
A dc test under relevant load conditions and a thermal-hydraulic
campaign was carried out in SULTAN. The CICC performance
was strongly degraded compared to the strand for all the four
conductors. The current sharing temperature at the ITER TF
operating conditions (jop = 286 A/mm2, B = 11 15 T) was
lower than requested by ITER.

Index Terms—Cable-in-conduit conductor, ITER, Nb3Sn
strand.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE conductor development for ITER from 1993 to 1999
led to a number of tests on short sample conductors and

model coils, whose performance was not satisfactory for the
ITER requirements [1]. In an update of the ITER conductor de-
sign [2], the cross section of the Nb Sn superconductor was in-
creased and the specification of the strand critical current was
raised according to the improved performance obtained, for ex-
ample, in the production of Nb Sn strand for the KSTAR project
[3].
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TABLE I
STRAND CHARACTERISTICS

An R&D program was launched in Europe in 2003 to qualify
the use of high current density Nb Sn strands in ITER cable-in-
conduit conductors [4]. The program was completed in spring
2006 with the test in SULTAN of two conductor short samples
(ITER-TFMC layout), using strands from four different sup-
pliers. The test results are discussed below.

II. STRANDS, CONDUCTOR AND SAMPLE LAYOUT

From the six R&D contracts launched in 2003 [4], four types
of Nb Sn strand were successfully qualified and selected for
the manufacture of four CICC sections. In Table I the strands
are identified with the short name of the supplier: OST for Ox-
ford Instruments, EAS for European Advanced Superconduc-
tors, OKSC for Luvata Pori and OCSI for Luvata Italy. The
result at 4.2 K and 12 T is given both as certified by the supplier
and as measured on witness samples (ITER barrels) heat-treated
together with the CICC sections.

From the 4 types of strand, four CICCs were manufactured
at OCSI to the same specification as the Toroidal Field Model
Coil (TFMC) conductor [5]. The four CICCs were assembled
into two SULTAN samples, named respectively TFAS1 and
TFAS2, with layout substantially identical to the TFMC sample
[6]. Copper segregation, i.e. replacing one Nb Sn strand by a
copper wire in the first triplet, was used in the right leg (R)
of both samples, see Table II, with the aim to obtain similar
critical current in both legs of the same sample.
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Fig. 1. Instrumentation sketch of a TFAS sample. The flow inlet is at the joint for TFAS2 (bottom-to-top) and at the termination for TFAS1 (top-to-bottom).

TABLE II
CONDUCTORS AND SAMPLES CHARACTERISTICS

The heat treatment was carried out at CRPP in a vacuum
furnace with purging Ar gas inside the conductors. The TFAS
sample size is the standard size of the SULTAN samples [7],
about 3.5 m long. The two conductor lengths were cooled in
parallel by two circuits with independent regulation of tempera-
ture (SULTAN heaters) and mass flow. For TFAS1, the coolant
flows downward from the termination to the joint. In the TFAS2
dc test, the flow was upward from bottom to top, with the central
channel plugged in the joint region.

The sample instrumentation, Fig. 1, included one array of six
Hall sensors next to the joint, one heater and seven temperature
sensors on each leg. In the first test campaign of TFAS1, the
response of the temperature sensors was not satisfactory (poor
thermalization of the sensor leads). Then the sensors at T6 and
T5 were duplicated and eventually the readout of the new T5
sensors is retained. For TFAS2, all sensors except T1, had cor-
rect readout. In both samples, the readout of T6, next to the joint,
was not fully reliable with transport current, due to azimuthal
temperature gradients and, for TFAS1, buoyancy perturbations
from the joint.

The test program was focused on dc test. For TFAS2 a
thermal-hydraulic test was also carried out, with the central
channel free and downward flow to investigate heat exchange
between the central channel and the strand bundle using the
heaters wrapped on the jacket, see Fig. 1. The dc test included

and runs at 8, 9, 10 and 11 T background field. To avoid
transverse load in excess of the ITER operation loads, the
product field-current was always limited to .
After a first campaign of dc test, cyclic load was applied 1000
times for TFAS1 and 800 times for TFAS2 by raising the
current to 0-70-0 kA in a background field of 11 T and the dc
test was repeated. The performance evolution was monitored
by a bench mark test, periodically carried out at 11 T.

TABLE III
STRAND SCALING PARAMETERS

III. SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS

A. Strand Scaling and CICC Performance Prediction

The scaling formulae proposed by D. Hampshire [8] were
used to scale the strand performance as a function of the op-
erating temperature, field and longitudinal strain.

(1)

(2)

(3)

The scaling parameters for the four strands are listed in
Table III, where the A(0) parameter is adjusted to match the
results of the witness strands at 4.2 K, 12 T. The retained strain
for the witness strands, is also listed in Table III.

Based on the data of Tables I, II and III, the 10 V/m
performance of the CICC at 11 T, 70 kA was calculated for a
thermal strain 0.61% (relaxed fully bonded model [2])
and the same n index as in the strand, i.e. no degradation.

Other “free” predictions were done by the testing group at
the same operation point, leaving the analysts free to choose

and include degradation. The CEA prediction used an ef-
fective strain which is a function of the BI product, as from the
TFMC results assessment [9], and a reduced n index. CEA also
included the effect of the strand/field angle in the cable. This
prediction was the bench mark to straight compare the TFAS
and TFMC conductors. The “free” prediction of CRPP main-
tained the thermal strain 0.61% and a reduced n index
in the CICC as well as a reduction of the effective non-Cu area
to account for degradation: 10% for OST and 30% for EAS,
OKSC and OCSI. These values are drawn from an assessment of
subsize conductors made of similar strands [10], [11]. Polito’s
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TABLE IV
T PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS AT 70 kA, 11 T

Fig. 2. An example of broad transition. The current is raised in steps of 10 kA
and the temperature is eventually raised till a quench occur at 70 kA/6.6 K. The
T criterion is already largely exceeded at 60 kA, 4.8 K.

“free” prediction for EAS and OST used the effective strain as
in [9]. For OKSC and OCSI, Polito retained the effective strain
deduced from the results of TFAS1-EAS. All prediction results
are gathered in Table IV.

B. DC Test Before and After Cyclic Load

A common feature to the four conductors of TFAS samples
was a very broad transition, with the quench point ( or ), far
away from or , see Fig. 2. Furthermore, a voltage (either
positive or negative) proportional to the current was observed
since very low current, varying with the position of the voltage
taps, the background field and the loading history. Although the
nature of this “linear voltage” is not fully understood, it was ar-
bitrarily subtracted to process the data. Only the deviation from
the linear voltage was considered evidence of current sharing.
The very low slope of the electric field vs. temperature or cur-
rent (low n index) and the procedure of voltage compensation
affected the accuracy of the data reduction with an error bar of

0.15 K.
The dc results ( and runs) were collected at background

fields of 8, 9, 10 and 11 T, in the range of operating current up to
80 kA and temperature from 4.5 K to about 9 K. As the four con-
ductors have different non-Cu cross sections, the results at 11 T
background field are better presented in Fig. 3 as critical current
density vs. temperature before and after cyclic load. Most of the
performance evolution under cyclic load was observed in the
first 100 cycles. The OST conductor lost up to 1 K during cyclic
load. The data before cyclic loading are not collected strictly se-
quentially for OST and EAS, producing an impression of large
scattering in Fig. 3, which is evidence of the ongoing perfor-
mance degradation observed during operation on these conduc-
tors. The n index was in the range of 4–8 for all the conductors,

Fig. 3. Summary ofT data at 11 T SULTAN field before (open symbols) and
after cyclic load (full symbols). Trend lines are drawn for the data after cyclic
loading.

TABLE V
T PERFORMANCE SCALED TO ITER TF OPERATION, 286 A/mm , 11.15 T

without substantial change upon cyclic load. The lowest value
was observed for the OKSC.

The ITER TF conductors operate at A/mm and
T (average over the conductor cross section). In the

TFAS samples at background field 11 T and A/mm ,
the average field over the conductor cross section was 11.21 T
for OST and OKSC, 11.26 T for OCSI and 11.33 T for EAS.
The performance of the EAS, OKSC and OCSI conductors
at the ITER operating conditions is interpolated from Fig. 3 and
marginally corrected for 11.15 T average field. The results be-
fore and after cyclic load are gathered in Table V, including also
the performance of the TFMC conductor [12].

C. Analysis of DC Results

The results analysis was restricted to the data measured
at 11 T after cyclic loading. All the approaches retain the strand
scaling laws quoted above and a balanced current distribution
among the strands, without inter-strand current sharing.

The first approach lets the of the scaling laws vary to fit
the results. The average of the background field and self-field
over the conductor cross section is retained. The fit is done on
the point at 10 V/m, i.e. the change of index and the slope
of the V(T) curve is disregarded. Two parameters, and ,
make up the total fitting the results, , where
(kA) is the operating current and (T) is the average field over
the conductor. For each conductor, the set of parameters and the
standard deviation, , are reported in Table VI.

A second approach uses a constant and a filament area re-
duced by a factor to fit the results [10]. For each conductor,
both and are optimized applying the least square criterion to
the set of results. The voltage over one strand of the CICC
is calculated as the integral of the local electric field along the
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TABLE VI
ANALYSIS OF DATA AT 11 T BACKGROUND FIELD, AFTER CYCLIC LOAD

Fig. 4. Distributions of temperature differenceT(x)�T along TFAS2 right
leg, for 5 inlet temperatures. The RT1 sensor, even after re-calibration, did not
properly respond.

path of a transposed strand in the cable. The retained index
for the strand is lowered according to the CICC results. As the
original strand and CICC have different index, the result of
the analysis is a function of the electric field criterion retained
for the data reduction.

In a mixed approach, both variable and , are applied. The
“effective” field retained for the scaling law is lower than the
peak field and slightly higher than the average field and is cal-
culated by a self-field factor T/kA,

. The factor corresponds to a com-
puted from best fits of the V(T) curves with an average .
The electric field is computed by an averaging of
across the cable cross-section.

D. Thermal-Hydraulic Test of TFAS2

Thermal-hydraulic tests on TFAS2 were aimed to investi-
gate the heat exchange coefficient between central and strand
bundle channels. The sample was tested with downward flow
and free central channel. A first method to assess is based on
steady state heating by jacket annular heaters, see Fig. 1, and
aims to measure the characteristic length [13]. Fig. 4 shows
the temperature distribution along the right leg, with 2 g/s mass
flow and 2 W heat deposition. The thermal behavior and thus
the heat exchange coefficient are not significantly affected by
the inlet temperature. A second method leans on the transient
response to an inlet temperature step, inducing the propagation
of the temperature front in both channels [14], allowing an in-
dependent assessment of .

IV. CONCLUSION

The expected improvement of the cable-in-conduit perfor-
mance using Nb Sn strand with high current density could not

be achieved in the TFAS conductors. Performance predictions
based on the TFMC conductor without cyclic load were not ad-
equate for the TFAS conductors.

At the ITER non-Cu operating current and field,
A/mm and T, the current sharing temperature

was below 5.7 K for all four TFAS conductors, in particular the
EAS one made of standard bronze strand fulfilling the present
ITER TF bronze strand specification.

The very low n index as well as early, linear voltages, affected
the accuracy of the measurements, with a likely error bar of

0.15 K on the results.
The substantial degradation of the performance under cyclic

load, mostly for OST conductor, suggests that the degradation
is due to the operating load rather than to accidental damage.

The analysis, both with “extra strain” and reduced filament
cross section, did not provide a satisfactory, overall picture, with
the fitting parameters broadly varying among the four conduc-
tors and, within the same conductor, according to the results,
either high or low field.

The thermal-hydraulic tests provided a data base for the as-
sessment of the heat exchange coefficient between annular and
central channels, under stationary and transient conditions.
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